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CHRISTIAN RUMELIN 

Erasmus and the Use of the Print 

Lending Weight to his Words 

Erasmus's attitude and approach to the visual arts has 
been examined on a number of occasions. 1 Each time 
it has been pointed out that he seldom commented 
specifically on art, and the few passages that could elu-
cidate his thoughts on the matter do not provide us 
with a firm footing. Nevertheless, printmaking plays an 
important role in this discussion, since Erasmus occa-
sionally commented, albeit briefly, on his engraved 
portrait by Albrecht Dtirer (cat. 4) and other (painted) 
portraits of him made by Hans Holbein and Quentin 
Massys. The portrait engraving was finally produced in 
1526, after a lengthy period of preparation. Erasmus was 
disappointed not to have this portrait as quickly as he 
had hoped. 2 After all, it was important to him to have a 
likeness of himself in the easily distributable medium 
of the print, and not just as a painting or a portrait 
medal. 3 Dtirer had begun to engrave portraits in 1519, 
but this group remained small: six sheets portraying 
five sitters. Two of them were reigning princes: Albert of 
Brandenburg, portrayed twice, and Frederick the Wise, 
Elector of Saxony. The other three were outstanding 
scholars of his time: Willi bald Pirckheimer (fig. 4, p. 61), 
Melanchthon and Erasmus).4 

It has sometimes been inferred from the correspon-
dence between Erasmus and Pirckheimer that Erasmus 
was unhappy with this engraving. However, Mende has 
recently pointed out that this conclusion holds water 
only if linked to a remark made some time later in a let-
ter to Henri de Bottis, in which Erasmus admits that he 
has aged and therefore the resemblance is less striking 
than it was. The high esteem in which Erasmus held 
Dtirer as an engraver is apparent from the few short 
passages the scholar dedicated to the artist. In these 
passages Dtirer is praised as the new Apelles and es-
teemed for his outstanding ability to achieve with only 
a burin that for which a painter needs colours and 
brush. 5 This is far more than an allusion to the corre-
sponding passage in Pliny; indeed, it implies an under-
standing of various forms of printmaking, which are 
not discussed in detail - an understanding that plays 
an important part in their appreciation. Significantly, 
Erasmus extols Dtirer the engraver and dwells on the 

technical possibilities of the art of intaglio printmak-
ing, rather than discussing the woodcut or book illus-
tration. This reveals his understanding of the medium, 
which subordinates the book-related (and therefore 
purpose-made) artistic product - be it a title-page wood-
cut, a decorative border or a book illustration produced 
in whatever technique - to the results of free produc-
tion with more wide-ranging technical and aesthetic 
possibilities. By no means does this differentiation im-
pede the use of such title pages or book illustrations; 
on the contrary, it simply assigns a different status to 
purpose-made prints than Erasmus is willing to accord 
his likeness by Dtirer. 
Now, how and why did Erasmus put these purpose-
made prints to use and when did he consider their use 
appropriate? To examine these issues, one must decide 
whether to take the general, cultural-historical approach 
or one focusing on Erasmus. The two are not mutually 
exclusive for various reasons, ranging from Erasmus's 
age and the views typical of his generation to changes 
- unconnected with Erasmus - that took place shortly 
after 1500. Book illustration in general and title-page 
illustrations in particular were undergoing radical 
changes at this time. Deriving in part from medieval 
traditions and mainly involving manuscript illumina-
tion and theological writings, illustrated title pages took 
on new forms and functions at an astonishing pace in 
the last quarter of the fifteenth century up to about 
1530. The work process was redefined and the division 
of labour reorganized, and book decoration came to be 
used as a marketing tool as well as an instrument of 
religious persuasion. 6 Although Erasmus was not re-
sponsible for these developments, they are clearly 
demonstrated by his use of book illustrations and 
illustrated title pages, as well as by his attitude to book 
illustration and printmaking. 

Early illustrations 
The early writings of Erasmus appeared in Venice, 
Paris and Louvain. Although produced by important 
publishers, these volumes mostly lack specific decora-
tion .7 Aldus Manutius, for example, used only his print-
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er's mark for his 1513 edition of Erasmus's publication 
on Plato. Other books merely display somewhat more 
sophisticated typography on the title page, but no fur-
ther illustrations or decorative borders, even though 
printed book illustrations were common by this time. 
After the production of numerous block-books, increas-
ing numbers of books appeared- both north and south 
of the Alps - which contained, in addition to mainly 
decorative embellishment, extensive narrative illustra-
tions. Most of these books, however, were either recog-
nized classics, editions of the Bible or prestigious 
volumes in large format. 8 Why numerous publications 
remained largely undecorated is a matter for specula-
tion; sources documenting the reasons are understand-
ably lacking. All the same, from the end of the fifteenth 
century onwards, in both Germany and Italy increasing 
numbers of books were published with illustrated 
title pages, although the pictorial traditions and the 
use to which such title pages were put differed consid-
erably at first, as did the characteristic style of the illus-
trations. 
In the end, the answers to the above question should 
tell us how the writings of Erasmus were produced and 
marketed, and whether he or anyone from his immedi-
ate circle had a say in the matter. The aim, of course, is 
to establish the connection between the subject of a 
book's title-page illustration or other decorative depic-
tions and the text which they embellish. What seems 
matter of course with regard to the illustrations proper 
- that is, a connection between the image and the text 
it illustrates - is not necessarily the case with title-page 
woodcuts, which came into use in Germany only in the 
late fifteenth century. In Italy their use was more pro-
nounced, but the Italian forms and cutting techniques 
differed remarkably. 9 

Visual Summary 
The first illustrated edition of a book by Erasmus was 
published - without his knowledge - in 1513 in Basel. 10 

The text of the Adagia, containing around eight hundred 
Greek and Roman proverbs, was first published in 1500 
by Josse Badius in Paris. In 1506 Badius reprinted this 
edition in slightly expanded form. In 1508 a completely 
revised edition appeared, published this time by Aldus 
Manutius in Venice. This volume contained roughly 
four times as many proverbs. Thus in about 1509 there 
were two editions in circulation, though neither one 
had any special embellishment. The reprint of the sec-

EERE TOTIDEM. 

1 Urs Graf, Title-page withKairos, Nemesis.four poets and 
Humanitas. Woodcut, in: ErasmiRoterodami Germaniae decoris 
Adagio rum Chiliades tres, ac centuriae Jere totidem, Basel: 
Johannes Froben,August 1513. Basel, Universitatsbibliothek 
Basel, DB IV 10 

ond Paris edition, produced this time by the Stras-
bourg publisher Matthias Schurer, was less notable for 
its decoration than for its new alphabetical index. The 
text had been brought to Schurer's attention by the hu-
manist Beatus Rhenanus, who studied from 1503 to 
1507 in Paris, where he acquired all the available writ-
ings by Erasmus. 11 This reprint appears to have been a 
great financial success, which is why Schurer presented 
Rhenanus with the Venetian edition when the latter 
moved to Basel to continue his studies. There, Rhenanus 
appears to have found another publisher, Johannes 
Froben, who was willing to produce another edition of 
the Adagia, again without Erasmus's knowledge (fig. 3, 
p.19). 12 In addition to the edition published by Aldus 
Manutius, Froben could rely on a manuscript by Eras-
mus that had actually been intended for Badius in 
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Paris. Why the bookseller Franz Birckmann of Cologne 
gave the volume to Froben remains unclear. One can 
only speculate on the background to this story, but this 
manuscript enabled Froben to correct numerous er-
rors in the edition by Aldus Manutius. Moreover, the 
book was enriched with an elaborate, illustrated title 
page (fig. 1). This title-page woodcut by Urs Graf displays 
antique architecture with Kairos (Caerus) and Nemesis 
on either side. Appearing in the upper frieze - between 
the arms of the Holy Roman Empire and the city of Basel 
- are Virgil, Cicero (Tullius), Homer and Demosthenes, 
who push and pull the chariot of humanitas. It is a per-
fectly appropriate title page, presumably composed by 
Beatus Rhenanus. The decorative programme of this 
sheet includes instructions for the ars vivendi and a 
summary of important authors. The spirit of oppor-
tunity, or luck - embodied by Kairos standing on the 
globe - is only to be had for a short while: if one does 
not seize Kairos by the lock of hair on his forehead as 
he approaches, his otherwise bald head prevents his 
being grasped from behind, once he has passed by. 
One must take advantage of a fleeting opportunity be-
fore it is too late. Standing opposite him is Nemesis, 
the goddess of retribution; it is her righteous indigna-
tion which ensures that humans receive their just 
deserts. She encourages restraint, and joins Kairos in 
requesting that mankind exercise moderation when it 
is called for. 
Even if Erasmus was not directly involved in the con-
ception of this sheet, it is indirect proof that there was 
a dawning interest in the opportunities such title pages 
presented to authors. The architectonic structure 
derives from the woodcut text borders developed by 
Lorenzo di Rossi around 1493 in Ferrara.13 It is a formal 
reference to the architecture of side altars, an image that 
Rossi thought suitable for use in the Vita of St Jerome. 
Graf, by contrast, employs the architectural border at 
the beginning of a book, isolated from any textual con-
text, thereby raising it above the author and the theme 
in general. This gives the title-page border a new func-
tion, serving to enhance the book's attractiveness,14 

thereby increasing sales, as well as giving the publisher 
an opportunity to comment on the author and to pro-
vide a visual summary of the book's content. Even 
though this title-page border was not the first to be used 
in a German folio volume, it remains one of the first 
employed to link in so compact a form various levels of 
book production. 

f.O. PROBBNIVS LBCTORI S. 

·Acdpe lludiofe lcd:orobutjs(quod 
aiunt)manibus Prouecbiorii Erafmi 
Rocerodami Chiliadcs, ftcab auro,.. 
rcnuper audas,ur opcri fupra prio1 
rcs euulgarionesplus qi quarta pars 
acceffcrir. Equidem hancnouiffima 
a:ditionem cuncns impendio profu1 
turam crcdimus, rum quod fir oppi-
do qi ca!Ogata. rum quod ob noua 
amffionC.ex optimis auroribus affu 
tim fir locuplerara.Nos fane nee fum 
ptui.ncc opera: parcendum putaui, 
mus,quo minus ta liugifcrum opus 
niridillime,ca!ligariffimeqJ prodirct · 
in publicum. Bene Vale. 

2 Urs Graf, Title-page illustration with arcades and poets. 
Woodcut, in: Jo. Frobenius Lectori S. Accipe studiose lector 
obvijs (quad aiunt) manibusProverbiorumErasmiRoterodami 
Chiliadas ... , Basel: Johannes Froben, 1515. 
Basel, Universitiitsbibliothek Basel, DB IV 13 

Erasmus could not have failed to notice this new ap-
proach, and it must have persuaded him to continue his 
collaboration with Froben. Indeed, after the scholar's 
temporary move to Basel in 1514, he handed over to 
Froben a revised manuscript of the Adagia originally 
intended for publication by Badius in Paris. This manu-
script contained an additional 140 proverbs and com-
mentary that had been revised considerably with respect 
to the earlier volume, which made it about one-fifth 
longer than the previous edition.15 It can no longer be 
ascertained whether it was at Erasmus's behest, Beatus 
Rhenanus's recommendation or Froben's own initia-
tive that the publisher commissioned Urs Graf to make 
a new title-page woodcut (fig. 2).16 This time, however, 
the subject of the illustration was not how to lead a vir-
tuous and humanistic life; instead, it focused on a spec-
trum of important poets and philosophers, who are 
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3 Hans Herman, Text borders with playing children, the church 
fathers, prophets and the evangelists. Woodcut, in: D. Eras mi 
Roterodami viri undecunque doctissimi lucubrationes, quarum 
index positus estfacie sequenti, Strasbourg: Matthias Schurer, 
September 1515. Basel, Universitatsbibliothek Basel, FG vn 92:3 

presented in five rows of arched niches. With the ex-
ception of the top row - which features three individu-
als, with Solomon in the middle - the men are grouped 
in pairs, facing each other. The background is accentu-
ated by means of small dots, an interesting reference to 
the dotted manner of engraving. Admittedly, the people 
portrayed in that older technique are mostly single, 
full-length figures, seen - as here - frontally or nearly 
so, which lends them a striking monumentality. Once 
again, it is unclear whether the title-page woodcut was 
conceived by Erasmus or Rhenanus, but obviously 
neither objected to the ambiguity of the image and its 
various references, both technical and formal. 
Around 1515, however, Erasmus was not collaborating 
only with Johannes Froben. With Matthias Schurer in 
Strasbourg he also published an anthology - reprinted 
a number of times - containing shorter theological 
writings, again including the Enchiridion Militis Chris-

tiani (The Handbook of the Christian Knight) (fig. 3).17 

As was the case with Froben's publication of the same 
year, both the title page and the preface were appropri-
ately illustrated. For the title page, Schurer used four 
borders by Hans Herman. The bottom border is a free 
copy after Urs Graf's border with putti holding an emp-
ty escutcheon, and the other three borders follow the 
general idea of the Adagia, though they include far few-
er figures: in addition to the four Church Fathers on 
either side of the text, there are four biblical authors 
in the upper border, namely David, Isaiah, Paul and 
John the Evangelist. The striking horizontal hatching, 
most likely borrowed from Hans Schaufelein, 18 pre-
vents the ambiguity that occurs in the title page of the 
Adagia.19 On the whole, however, it is clear that Schurer 
sought to adopt the evidently successful concept of a 
high-quality product with an illustrated title page and 
suitable illustrations and embellishment. 

Re-use of Decorations 
After these early publications of Erasmus's books, all 
of which were provided with new title pages, it became 
too expensive to commission new title-page woodcuts 
every time, and Froben therefore began to employ bor-
ders or woodcuts previously used in other publica-
tions, especially for the smaller volumes of Erasmus's 
writings. When recycling these borders and illustra-
tions, however, Froben made sure that their themes 
did not contradict the textual content. There was little 
danger of this occurring in the case of works in small 
format, whose title-page illustrations or borders were 
usually neutral, displaying columns, candelabra, orna-
ments, or at most fools and putti, for example, but 
rarely anything alluding to the book's contents. 2° From 
time to time, however, Froben also commissioned spe-
cial title-page illustrations for octavo editions and an-
thologies. 21 Erasmus published numerous books in this 
smaller format, examples being the Moriae Encomium 
and the various editions of Enchiridion Militis Christ-
iani. It seems that large editions were more likely to be 
given a new title page than less easily marketable vol-
umes. Short treatises and pieces written for special oc-
casions were sometimes published in anthologies, 
whose title pages could not possibly refer to the indi-
vidual pieces of writing to the extent they did in longer 
works or in publications in quarto or folio format, 
whose higher prices naturally justified costlier and 
higher-quality illustrations and decoration. Even so, 
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4 Urs Graf, Text borders with satyr to the left and putto to the right, 
putti above and below. Woodcuts, in: Novumlnstrumentum omne, 
diligenter ab Erasmo Roterodamo recognitum & emendatum ... , 
Basel: Johannes Froben, February 1516. 
Basel, Universitatsbibliothek Basel, FG v 39 

Froben consistently adhered to the principle of design-
ing his publications - including the volumes in small 
format - with meticulous typography and appropriate 
illustrations. 
In addition to commissioning title-page borders clear-
ly intended for use in particular books, Froben and oth-
er printers used large numbers of borders that were 
either purely ornamental or whose obvious thematic 
neutrality precluded direct references to given publica-
tions. Books by Erasmus were no exception, and it 
seems that he paid less attention to the title-page bor-
ders for quarto and octavo editions. Both Ambrosius 
Holbein and his brother Hans designed title pages 
whose wide applicability had probably been requested 
by the publisher. While such illustrations frequently 
referred to humanistic themes and were sometimes 
made for (and often re-used in) books by Erasmus, 
their thematic content did not tie them to a certain 
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5 Urs Graf, Text borders with playing children and a candelabra, 
above putto with tendril. Woodcuts, in: Novumlnstrumentum 
omne, diligenter ab Erasmo Roterodamo recognitum & 
emendatum ... , Basel: Johannes Froben, February 1516. 
Basel, Universitatsbibliothek Basel, FG v 39 

type of publication. Examples include the title-page 
woodcut, designed by Ambrosius Holbein, which de-
picts the suicide of Lucretia, 22 and the title-page border 
designed by Hans Holbein the Younger that depicts the 
beheading of John the Baptist. 2 3 This list could easily 
be expanded to include numerous instances of the use 
of such title-page illustrations or borders in publica-
tions of Erasmus's writings. 
Much more interesting, however - for an understand-
ing of both the publisher's biases and the connection 
between an illustrated title page and the contents of 
the book in which it appeared - are those publications 
for which new illustrations were made or whose decora-
tion, even when it consisted of older blocks and bor-
ders, was chosen to elucidate the book's contents. 
Most of these books were in large format and were 
therefore relatively expensive and prestigious, out-
standing examples being the two editions of the New 
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6 Ambrosius Holbein, Imago VitaeAulicae, text border. 
Woodcut, first used in: Gaius Suetonius Tranquillius, Ex 
recognitione Eras mi Roterodami, Basel: Johannes Froben, 
June 1518, here used for: Novum Testamentum omne, multo quam 
antehac diligentius ab Erasmo Roterodamo recognitum, 
emendatum ac translatum .. ., Basel: Johannes Froben, March 1519. 
Basel, Universitiitsbibliothek Basel, FG 40 

Testament published in 1516 and 1519. As was the case 
with the 1513 and 1515 editions of the Adagia, the dec-
oration and embellishment of the second edition of 
the New Testament was altered and even more finely 
tuned to the content. The title page of the first edition 
had contained typographic design but no further em-
bellishment. 24 The text was illustrated with seven 
black-ground borders by Urs Graf, three of which had 
already been used by Froben in the second edition of 
theAdagia (fig. 4), whereas the others were new illustra-
tions that complemented the decorative programme of 
the three existing borders (fig. 5). 25 The four new borders 
were used to embellish Erasmus's dedicatory letter to 
Leo x, the beginning of the Gospel of Matthew and the 
opening of theAnnotationes. They display columns and 
candelabra with figures standing on them, and while 

they follow the general interest in grotesques and there-
fore the current Italian fashion, they have no thematic 
content specific to the New Testament. The beginning 
of the Gospel of Matthew, for example, is decorated 
with the vertical satyr border of the dedicatory letter 
and the three borders used for the second edition of the 
Adagia, but they are obviously neutral in content and 
unconnected with the text. The reasons for this approach 
remain unclear. We can exclude any problem with the 
workshop's capacity or possible financial difficulties, 
so it was probably Urs Graf's absence that caused the 
lack of new book embellishment. 26 

As was the case with the new edition of the Adagia, 
Erasmus continued to work on his edition and transla-
tion of the New Testament after his manuscript had 
gone to press. Having experienced something similar 
when publishing the Adagia, Froben now took this op-
portunity to plan the publication of the new, revised 
edition. It is not clear to what extent Erasmus was in-
volved in the design of the new edition or whether he 
even considered a new layout necessary. In his letters 
to Pirckheimer he reported on the progress he was 
making with the New Testament edition, but did not 
mention any new illustrations or decoration. 27 The new 
edition was clearly costlier and more elaborate than the 
first edition. 28 Urs Graf's four borders, which had framed 
the opening of the Gospel of Matthew in the first edi-
tion, were re-used, though in a different arrangement. 
In addition, Froben used two title pages and a text bor-
der by Ambrosius Holbein, which had recently been 
produced for other publications. Even though these 
three borders were not directly connected with the New 
Testament, altogether they reveal a programme that 
delves more deeply than the first edition into Eras-
mus's situation and his understanding of the world. 
The decorative programme is interrupted only by Graf's 
four borders; otherwise it follows a consistent line of 
reasoning. The volume contains the title-page woodcut 
with the Imago Vitae Aulicae (Depiction of Courtly Life), 
representing the dubious destiny of the courtier who is 
rich when he arrives at court but is impoverished and 
mocked when finally expelled (fig. 6). The four figures 
of antiquity on either side of the title strengthen this 
interpretation. 29 The title-page woodcut for the volume 
of commentary, likewise designed by Ambrosius Hol-
bein and probably also executed by him, displays 'The 
Calumny of Apelles' in the bottom border, four virtues 
(to the left, Justice and Temperance; to the right, Charity 
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TERC!>l>AMI IN "1~VVM TESTAMENTVM 
ab codem denuo recognitum, Annotationcs, 

ingenti nuper acceillone per auto." 
l rcm l~etaca:. _ 

7 Ambrosius Holbein, Title-page illustration with the battle of 
Varus and the calumny of Apelles. Woodcut, first used in: Maximi 
Tyrii philosophiPlatonici Sermones .. . , Basel: Johannes Froben, 
January 1519, here used for:Novum Testamentum omne, multo 
quam antehac diligentius ab Erasmo Roterodamo recognitum, 
emendatum ac translatum ... , Basel: Johannes Froben, March 1519. 
Basel, Universitatsbibliothek Basel, FG 40 

and Fortitude) and above, 'The Battle between Arminius 
and Varus' (fig. 7). This title-page woodcut, too, was nei-
ther designed specially for this volume nor used here 
for the first time,30 but it focuses on such human weak-
nesses as deceit and mendacity, which are juxtaposed 
with the four virtues. The aim of human behaviour 
should be to ponder these virtues and to promote the 
liberal arts. Accordingly, it cannot have been a purely 
practical necessity to use Ambrosius Holbein's title-page 
illustrations with playing children as personifications 
of the liberal arts as the title-page border marking the 
beginning of Erasmus's annotations to the New Testa-
ment (fig. 8). It is tempting to assume that it was either 
Beatus Rhenanus or Erasmus himself who decided on 
this arrangement, since it is clearly a pointed criticism 
of envy, secular power and human misbehaviour. 

~~INNOVVM TESTA~ 
M.ENTVM, ll'Rl.HV.ft ,A.I> GRAECAM VERITATEM,!>EINDE AD VE-
tufbffimo;:a-Grina: liniizcodiaun fidcm. pofittmo ad.probatiffimorii fov 
ptorum citationi &cnarrationem diligcnrerrecognirii.rumqJ fuis collatum fon 

' 1:1bus,adnoraciones£RASMI R©TEROJ[>AMI·inquibusapcritur,quibusin 
locis nollra uulgara reclfcio,rum Ga:comm uoluminibus,ud congruar.uel diP 
fontt.uhi dcprauatior,ubi calligatior. CQ.uod dcprauarii erac, emedarur.quod . 
obfcurum, cxplanatur, ·quod anreps & impedirum.expcdirur. Quodincolc~ • 
rabili folarifino fcxxlum,rdliminsr • Et non folum id agitur , ut calligaca fir!.,,. 
dio, fod ncin pofraum quoquc faa1c dcprauari poffic. . 

8 Ambrosius Holbein, Title-page illustration with children as the 
ArtesLiberales . . Woodcut, first used in: Gaius Suetonius 
Tranquillius, Ex recognitione Eras mi Roterodami, Basel: Johannes 
Froben,June 1518, here used for: Novum Testamentum omne, 
multo quam antehac diligentius ab Erasmo Roterodamo 
recognitum, emend a tum ac translatum ... , Basel: Johannes Froben, 
March 1519. Basel, Universitatsbibliothek Basel, FG 40 

Moral Guideline 
Some years later Erasmus expressed these views openly 
in the dedication of his Paraphrase of the Gospel of 
John.32 As noted on the title page, the book was dedi-
cated to Archduke Ferdinand, the brother of Emperor 
Charles v. In his dedicatory letter, Erasmus discusses 
in detail the importance - for rulers in particular - of 
the Gospel, which constitutes a guideline for morally 
correct and exemplary behaviour. Rulers are not respon-
sible only for themselves, as lesser mortals are; rather, 
their elevated position is accompanied by increased re-
sponsibility towards their subjects. Sinful behaviour 
would inevitably harm their subjects and the country as 
a whole, and bring their government into disrepute. For 
this reason alone, every ruler must behave with a clear 
conscience and in good faith before God, his actions 
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M I R 0 T E R 0 D A MI PA 
raphtafis in Euange!ium fecun,. 
dum IOANNEM,adillu£hiffi1 
mum prindpcm FllRDINANt 
D v M. nunc primum cxcufa. 

BASILEAE IN OFFlCIJ 
naFrobeniana. Anno 

M. D. XXUJ. 

CVM GRATIA ET PIJ· 
YILEG10 CAESARSO. I 

9 Hans Lutzelburger after Hans Holbein the Younger, Title-page 
illustration with Cleopatra andDionysius of Syracuse. Woodcut, 
in: Desiderius Erasmus, Paraphrasis inEvangelium secundum 
Ioannem, ad illustrissimum principumFerdinandum, nunc primum 
excusa ... , Basel: Johannes Froben, February 1523. 
Basel, Kunstmuseum Basel, Kupferstichkabinett, inv.x.2145 

attuned to the message of the Gospel. In the case of a 
Christian ruler, this means, above all, renouncing all 
power, earthly possessions and pleasures of the flesh, 
for only in this way can he avoid comparison with the 
bad example of heathen potentates. It is precisely such 
wanton behaviour that was depicted - probably at Eras-
mus's suggestion - in the title-page illustration (fig. 9),33 

which shows Cleopatra - whose defeat at the hands of 
Octavian is imminent - holding to her breast the snake 
by which she intends to commit suicide. Her lover, 
Mark Anthony, has already killed himself. The upper 
part of the illustration displays Dionysius I of Syracuse, 
looting treasures from various statues of the gods. On 
the left, he steals the votive offerings from the arm of an 
unidentified statue; on the right, he rips the golden 
beard off Asclepius. Dionysius thus committed a sacri-
lege against the gods and the votive offerings they had 

received; indeed, the scornful glance cast by Apollo at 
the statue of his father clearly shows his disapproval. 
Like the dedicatory letter, the title page thus condemns 
covetousness and a yearning for riches and power as 
wrongful and immoral behaviour. 
In some instances we can only assume that the decora-
tive programme consisting of title page and text bor-
ders was the idea of Beatus Rhenanus or Erasmus, but 
here the careful wording of the dedicatory letter and 
the clear connection between the dedication and the ti-
tle page are obvious signs of their involvement. Even 
though Erasmus does not openly refer to the persons 
portrayed, it is nevertheless clear that he chose this im-
age because it lent weight to his words. This is under-
scored not only by the unusual and technically compli-
cated form of the altar-like architecture but also by the 
specific cutting technique. As it says in the dedicatory 
letter, both potentates are caught in the act, as it were; 
their actions are not put in any temporal context or in-
ferred from their result, but themselves become the 
subject of the image, clearly highlighting the negative 
aspects of wrongful behaviour. This title page is excep-
tional not only in its formal and thematic aspects, but 
also for another reason: it is one of the few title pages 
designed by Hans Holbein that lacks a border around 
the edge, which means that the printing block was 
much more fragile. It remains one of only two title 
pages - in both Holbein's oeuvre and Erasmus's publi-
cations - to have no such stabilizing frame. 34 

However, the close thematic connection these title 
pages bore to the contents of the books they embel-
lished made them much more difficult to use in other 
publications. Even though this particular woodcut was 
copied almost as soon as it appeared, its image was un-
derstandable in only a few contexts. It is hardly surpris-
ing, therefore, that even Froben rarely re-used this title 
page outside its original context. 
Nevertheless, most instances of its use make sense, 
even when it alludes rather obliquely to the contents of 
the book. The direct reference - such as the re-use of 
the title page for the new edition of the New Testament 
or the Paraphrase of the Gospel of John - remains the 
exception, but it clearly reveals an otherwise vague in-
terest on the part of Erasmus and Rhenanus in decorat-
ing publications with high-quality illustrations related 
to the books' contents. After 1519, however, Erasmus -
sensing his vulnerability - acted with increasing cir-
cumspection. 35 This may explain why the phenomenon 
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manifests itself mainly in the years before 1519, and af-
ter that only in costly folio editions. 

Lord's Prayer 
There is only one properly illustrated book of Eras-
mus's writings. This is hardly surprising, since his own 
texts and those annotated by him did not necessarily 
lend themselves to illustration. The exception is one 
short piece of writing produced very quickly for a spe-
cial occasion and published in a great hurry (cat. 74).36 

Erasmus wrote his commentary on the Lord's Prayer 
(Precatio Dominica) at the request of Jostus Ludovicus 
Decius (Dietz), born in Weissenburg in Alsace, who was 
secretary to King Sigismund of Poland. Dietz had sug-
gested dividing the Lord's Prayer into seven 'portions', 
one for each day of the week. Erasmus readily took up 
this idea, writing a commentary on the Lord's Prayer 
(Matthew 6:9-13; Luke 11:1-4) and summarizing its ori-
gins in his dedicatory letter of 24 October 1523. 37 

It became one of the most popular editions of Erasmus 
that Froben ever published: the first, unillustrated edi-
tion (1523) was immediately followed by a second edi-
tion with illustrations (1524). Moreover, it was reprint-
ed that same year by Johann Bebel in Basel, who used 
the same eight metalcuts executed by Master cv after 
designs by Hans Holbein the Younger, but with other 
ornamental initials. 38 

This rapid succession of printings was due not only to 
the great popularity of the commentary itself and the 
close connection between word and image, but also to 
the fame and significance of the prayer. Each passage 
was accompanied by an image that sought to illustrate 
the content of the prayer as well as Erasmus's com-
mentary. The series takes the Gospels as its point of de-
parture, starting with the passage in which the disci-
ples ask Jesus to teach them how to pray properly. He 
responds by explaining the difference between the cor-
rect way to pray and the incorrect manner of hypocrites. 
The first illustration (fig.10), which shows Jesus stand-
ing on a small elevation, forms the pictorial and the-
matic overture to the series. Each entreaty is accompa-
nied by a separate image. Surprisingly, however, Erasmus 
- and Holbein in his wake - did not confine himself to 
a purely evangelistic interpretation of the Lord's Prayer. 
Only the first, third and seventh images depict the ac-
tual biblical-historical content, whereas the others fo-
cus more on the daily devotions of the faithful. These 
three images show Jesus 's prelude to the Lord 's Prayer, 

10 Master cv after Hans Holbein the Younger, First entreaty. 
Metalcut, first used in: Precatio Dominica in septem portiones 
distributa (iuxta septem dies) per D. Erasmus Roterodamum, 
Basel: Johannes Froben, early 1524. Basel, Kunstmuseum Basel, 
Kupferstichkabinett, inv.x.2184.2 

the miracle of Pentecost and a summary of various 
miraculous healings performed by Jesus. 39 The fifth en-
treaty is reminiscent of Di.irer's woodcut of Christ in 
Limbo, but there is no more than this rather superficial 
iconographic reference. The image is connected to 
Erasmus's commentary, but not to the text of the Gos-
pels. This is not the case with the first illustration, and 
another exception is the image accompanying the sixth 
entreaty, which represents a pictorial summary of the 
story of Job. Here Holbein departed from the tradition 
of biblical illustration that isolates individual scenes, 
depicting instead the sum total of all the episodes of the 
story. This allowed him to include everyday situations, 
such as seen in the first and third entreaty, whose illus-
trations depict the worship of God (fig.10) or the hu-
mility of the faithful, carrying their crosses and thus 
following Christ. The fourth entreaty, too, illustrates 
an aspect of daily life, in this case a priest preaching to 
a multitude, while the sacrament of the Eucharist is 
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11 Jacob Faber 
after Hans 
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Younger, trial 
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Eight metalcuts. 
Basel, Kunst-
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celebrated in the background (cat. 74). The resemblance 
of the church to Basel Cathedral was certainly deliber-
ate, and figures' contemporary attire brings the depic-
tion into the world of Holbein, Erasmus and his reader-
ship, while the celebration of Communion is reminiscent 
of the Passion of Christ. 
It has been pointed out on various occasions that these 
images do not fit easily into Holbein's later work. This 
is due, first of all, to the idiosyncratic technical approach 
of Master cv, who executed the metalcuts, as well as to 
the deepening of the spatial conception, which Hol-
bein had developed in a series made just before this, a 
Hortulus Animae (fig.11),40 which at first glance seems 
to be unconnected to the illustrations for the Precatio 
Dominica. However, it clarifies several artistic issues and 
perhaps explains Holbein's - and probably also Eras-
mus's - specific approach. The depiction of Pentecost 
in the Hortulus Animae series, for example, is divided 
into earthly and heavenly spheres. The prominent bor-
der of clouds and the striking frontality of the figures 
constitute the formal basis of some of the representa-
tions of the Precatio Dominica metalcuts, such as the il-
lustrations to the first three prayers: the Worship of 
God, the Miracle of Pentecost and the Kingdom of God, 
respectively. The spatial conception of the other depic-
tions, too, is clearly derived from the Hortulus Animae 

sheets. The pronounced development of depth had be-
gun in the Hortulus series, however, and was merely 
continued in the Precatio illustrations. That Holbein was 
unable to come up with completely new pictorial solu-
tions was no doubt due to the short period of time 
available for the design and execution of these illustra-
tions, and to the importance of retaining a close con-
nection between text and image. At any rate, the Precatio 
Dominica metalcuts differ clearly from most of Hol-
bein's other prints, owing to their particular technique 
and small format. Before executing prints after designs 
by Holbein, Master cv had developed a technique in 
which fine but uniform parallel hatching defined the 
forms but in no way expressed the volumes. This was in 
stark contrast not only to previous metalcuts, executed 
exclusively by Jacob Faber, but also to the more mod-
ern appearance of the woodcuts used in book illustra-
tion. Both Koegler and Reinhardt emphasized that this 
tonal effect had been Holbein's intention,41 but over-
looked the role played by Master cv's cutting technique. 
Even though the composition was derived, as Reinhardt 
rightly pointed out, from the metalcuts of the Hortulus 
Animae, he did not point to the cutting technique which, 
in the end, is responsible for the deployment of light and 
shade. The definition of space, as well as the arrange-
ment and grouping of the figures, had to some extent 
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been determined by Holbein's drawing; the engraver 
changed these things, if at all, only in detail. He was re-
sponsible for the sheet's final appearance, and herein 
lies the clear difference between Master cv and Faber: 
Faber himself, however, needed several years and close 
examination of the woodcuts executed by Ltitzelburger 
to achieve the much clearer effect of the H ortulus Animae 
metalcuts. In the purely technical sense (but not as re-
gards composition), the Precatio Dominica illustrations 
reveal parallels to the metalcuts previously designed 
(around 1519) for a fi.rstHortulusAnimae series.42 There, 
too, Faber's cutting technique differs markedly from 
his later approach. Producing metalcuts was obviously 
much more labour-intensive than making woodcuts, 
the latter process allowing a much more precise tran-
scription of Holbein's ideas and admitting of the preci-
sion he had in mind. Thus the illustrations designed 
for the Precatio Dominica closely resemble copies after 
Holbein's designs or, at the most, freely composed 
compilations, but cannot be compared with the illus-
trations Holbein made in collaboration with his en-
gravers, Faber and Ltitzelburger. This explains in part 
the lack of clarity and openness in the treatment of line, 
but changes nothing as regards pictorial expression 
and the connection between text and image. For an au-
thor like Erasmus, however, such technical questions 
were of secondary importance. 

Conclusion 
It has become apparent - not only from the treatment 
and use of these illustrations for the Precatio Dominica, 
but from title pages and text borders overall - that 
there was a much closer relationship between text and 
image than has generally been assumed. Even though 
Erasmus scarcely commented in his letters on such 
book illustrations or their production, it is obvious from 
the publications important to him that he paid special 
attention to their decoration and took pains - to a much 
greater degree than was usual in those days - to choose 
illustrations that were thematically suitable. A book's 
title page, text border and illustrations thus became a 
means of enhancing its content or clarifying a general 
stance without recourse to further text. Erasmus and 
Beatus Rhenanus were evidently aware of the possibili-
ties offered by this new medium, which goes some way 
towards explaining their use and re-use of existing 
designs and their decision to commission many new 
inventions. 
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1984, no. 367. ltwas first used 
inMaximi Tyrii philosophi 
Platonici Sermones e Craeca in 
Latinam linguam versi Cosmo 
Paccio interprete, Basel: 
Johannes Froben,January 
1519. See Hieronymus 1984, 
no. 259; H., XIV, no. 19a and 
Koppe, no. 41, with a detailed 
discussion of the delay and the 
background. One must agree 
in principle with Koppe, who 
maintains that the title page 
was intended for Beatus 
Rhenanus's edition ofVelleius 
Paterculus, but this does not 
exclude the possibility of other 
suitable uses of this image. 
31 This border, too, first 
appeared in Suetonius (see 
note 29), where it opened up a 
similar discourse. 
32 Desiderius Erasmus, 
Paraphrasis inEvangelium 
secundumloannem, ad 
illustrissimum principum 
Ferdinandum, nunc primum 
excusa ... , Basel: Johannes 
Froben, February 1523 (vo16, 
E3344). 
33 See, most recently, Basel 
2006, no. 010, with a list of the 
older literature and a 
comment on the technical 
aspects of this woodcut, 
designed by Hans Holbein and 
executed by Hans 
Lutzelburger. Another book 
illustration that could be 
considered political in nature 
- if one accepts the usual 
attribution of this text to 
Erasmus - is the title page to 
Julius exclusus (cat. 50 ). It 
remains an isolated case, 
however, since Erasmus's 
involvement is doubtful. 
34 Only a few examples 
originated in the Upper Rhine 
region. They include a title 
page attributed to Urs Graf in 
the form of an epitaph, which 
was first used in Der Rittervom 

Turn ... , Basel: Michael Purter, 
1513(vo16,L651)and 
Ambrosius Holbein's title-
page border featuring the Coat 
of arms of the Holy Roman 
Empire and Froben's coat of 
arms first used in Homer, 
Batrachomyomachia, Basel: 
Johannes Froben,January 
1518 (vD16, H4611; see 
Hieronymus 1984, no.143, 
Hieronymus 1992, no. 19; 
Koppe 1995, no. 33), as well as 
Hans Holbein's title page 
depicting Aristotle and Phyllis 
(see, among others, Muller 
1997, no. 36). 
35 See Bietenholz 1977. 
36 First used in Precatio 
Dominica in septem portiones 
distributa (iuxta septem dies) 
per D. Erasmus Roterodamum, 
Basel: Johannes Froben [early 
1524]. See, most recently, 
Basel 2006, no. 020, with a list 
of the older literature. 
37 For an overview of the 
translations and other 
editions, including those 
produced outside Basel, see 
the list in Hieronymus 1984, 
no.436. 
38 This clarification of the 
differences between the early 
editions was made by 
Reinhardt 1977, p. 238. 
39Reinhardt1977, p. 238, 
rightly recognized in this 
depiction a contemporary 
death scene, though it also 
refers to Hans Holbein's 
painting of the dead Christ and 
more generally to the late-
medieval tradition of 
depictingtheArs moriendi. 
40 See, most recently, Basel 
2006, no. 018, with a list of the 
older literature. 
41 Koegler 1936, p.183; 
Reinhardt 1977, p. 238. 
42 Regarding these metalcuts, 
see Muller 1997, no. 80. 
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